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INTO THE

DEEP
REMIXED

CLASSIC SONGS 
WITH A TRENDY TWIST

misterkr is .net
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An incredible and affordable DJ set with 
optional live music (percussion, sax, …)

Born in Antwerp (Belgium), #misterKRIS 
started his international DJ career in the late '80s.

With his high energy level and enthusiasm, 
he elevates every event to the next level.

His passion for music, his warm voice, 
and his positive vibes make him a dedicated 

artist that moves the crowd
no matter where he performs.

His unique ability to ‘feel’ the crowd, 
his experience and his catchy music library 

(classic songs with a trendy twist and recognizable lyrics) 

is what makes #misterKRIS 
the first and only right choice 

for your (private) party or (VIP) event!

MEET #misterKRIS DJ°MC
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DISCO
POP

SOUL
FUNK
LATIN
ROCK
R&B
AFRO

HOUSE
DANCE
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You never know exactly what you’ll get,

but you know you will feel the HEAT!

INTO THE DEEP remixed

NEW DJ concept for your party, 
corporate celebration, or (VIP) event.

References worldwide:

USA, INDIA, QATAR, FRANCE, BELGIUM, 
SLOVENIA, GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, UNITED 

KINGDOM, THE NETHERLANDS

All in package possible:
sound, light, video, and coordination

- Affordable concept and limited travel costs.
- 30 years of experience (worldwide) 

as a DJ and MC.
- Personal service, we arrange 

everything down to the last detail.
- A great vibe for you and your guests 

is 100% guaranteed!
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Follow #misterKRIS on social media

As a professional partner, HEAT offers its customers 
a complete range of facilities necessary to support 

production from the beginning to the end. 

A service package that includes rental of sound, 
light, and video, including logistical support, 
production management, and technicians.

HEAT has the most efficient and qualitative service, 
tailored to each project, with a personal feeling!!!

GET IN TOUCH!

mira@heatinternational.net
+32 499 79 03 36

kris@heatinternational.net
+32 475 48 83 12

misterkris.net
heatinternational.net
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